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Reflection and refraction of an acceleration wave at boundary between 
two nonlinear elastic materials 

P. BOREJKO {WARSZAWA) 

THE PAPER considers the propagation of acceleration waves in nonlinear elastic materials. The 
propagation condition of the acceleration wave is derived. Then the definition of the slowness 
surface for the acceleration waves is introduced. The geometrical properties of the slowness 
surface and the relation between the condition of strict hyperbolicity and the condition of strong 
ellipticity are discussed. With the aid of the slowness surface ray curves are introduced and 
it is shown that the material energy flux-density vector is tangent to the ray curve. In the second 
part of the paper two laws governing reflection and refraction of the acceleration wave 
are derived. Using the derived laws and the slowness surface, all the parameters of reflected 
acceleration waves are determined. 

W niniejszej pracy rozwa.Za. sic;) propagacjc;) fali przyspieszenia w materialach nieliniowo spr~ 
zystych. Na wstc;)pie podano warunek propagacji fali przyspieszenia. Dalej zdefiniowano po
wierzchnic;) op6Znienia dla fal przyspieszenia · i przedyskutowano jej wlasnoSc:i geometrycme. 
Om6wiony zostal r6wniez zwi~k pomic;)dzy warunkiem scislej hiperbolicznosci i warunkiem 
silnej eliptycznoSc:i. Wykorzystuj~c pojc;)Cie powierzchni op6Znienia wprowadzono promienie 
i udowodniono, 2:e materialny wektor strumienia g~toSc:i energii jest styczny do promienia. 
W drugiej czCilSci pracy wyprowadzono dwa prawa r~~ce odbiciem i zalamaniem fali przy
spieszenia. Wykorzystuj~c wyprowadzone prawa odbicia i zalamania a tald:e powierzchni~ 
op6inieni!l wyznaczono wszystkie parametry odbitych i zalamanych fal przyspieszenia. 

B HaCTomueH: pa60Te paccMaTpusaeTcH paCIIpocrpmemre BOJIHbi yCKopeml.fl B HemtHeH:Ho 
ynpyrmc MaTepHanax. Bo BBe):{emtH ,lUleTCH yCJioBHe paCIIp<>CTpa.HemiH BOJIHbi yCKopeml.fl . 
.Ua.nee onpe,l:leJieHa nosepXHOCTb 3aMe,I:{JieHHH AJIH BOJIH yCKopemrH H o6~eHbi ee reoMeTpH
tleCI<He CBOHCTBa. 06cym,l:{eHo TO>Ke COOTHOWeHHe Me>K,I:{Y YCJIOB"eM TOtiHOH nmep6o.mNHocTH 
ll YCJIOBHeM TOtiHOH 3JIJIHirl'HtmOCTH._liCIIOJib3YH noHHTHe nosepXHOCTH 3aMe,I:{Jieml.fl, BBe,l:{eHbi 
pa.AJlYChi H ,I:{OKa3aHO, tiTO MaTepHaJII>HhiH BCKTOp fiOTOKa 3HeprHH KacaTeJICH K pa,ro!ycy. 
Bo BTopoA t~aCTH pa60Thi Hhme,l:{eHbi ,I:{Ba 3aKOHa ynpasruuo~ue OTpa>KeHHeM H npeJioMJie
HHeM BOJIHhl yCKopeml.fl. lfCIIOJib3YH Bhme,I:{CHHhie 38.KOHbi OTpa>KeHHH H npeJIOMJieHHH, 
a TaK>Ke nosepXHoCT& 3aMe,I:{JieHHH, onpe,l:leJieHbi see napaMeTphi OTp3.mCHHhiX H npeJIOMneH
HbiX BOJIH yCKopeHHH. 

Introduction 

PRoPAGATION of acceleration waves in unbounded nonlinear elastic materials was in
vestigated in many works, see, for example, the papers [I] to [4] and the references cited 
there. 

In this paper we investigate the problem of reflection . and refraction of an accelera
tion wave at an infinite boundary on both sides .of which lie unbounded nonlinear elastic 
media diJfering in mass density and elastic properties. 

In Sect. I we recall the basic facts concerning the acceleration wave propagation, 
that is we derive the propagation condition, we introduce the definition of the slowness 
surface and then we consider the ray curves along which the mechanical energy carried 
by the acceleration wave propagate. 
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374 P. Bolw~o 

In Sect. 2 we derive the iitst and the second law of reflection and refraction of the 
acceleration wave. These two laws are the counterparts of the well-known Snell's Jaw 
governing reftection and refraction of an electromagnetic wave at an interface between 
two anisotropic media [8]. Then, with the aid of the derived laws and the slowness swface 
we calculate all parameters of reflected and refracted acceleration waves. 

1. An acceleration wave in an unbounded nonlinear elastic material 

Let the motion of an elastic body be given by [6] 

(1.1) x 1 = x'(r', t), i, ex = 1, 2, 3, 

where rare the Cartesian coordinates of a particle in a natural (unstressed) configura
tion diR, and x1 are the Cartesian coordinates of the same particle at time t. 

The balance of linear momentum of an elastic body in its local form may be expressed 
by the following differential equation [5]: 

(1.2) T{l.,a.+(!Rbl = (!RXi,tt' 

where the comma denotes partial differentiation 

o(·) 
C·).a.= ar' 

T,a. is the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, b1 denotes a body force, x1,, is the acceleration 
and (!R is the mass density in the natural configuration diR. 

For simple elastic materials the Piola-K.irchhoff stress tensor T,a. depends on the de
formation gradient tensor x' .• and additionally on r. for inhomogeneous materials 

(1.3) r,• = r,a.(xA.p, Xfl). 
Hence with the aid of Eq. (1.3), Eq. (1.2) takes the following form [5]: 

(1.4) A,«<!>xA •• p+q,+(!Rbt = (!RXi,th 
where 

(1.5) A a. P ar,a. 
't = axt , ,p 

q, = ( :~=) . 
xt,p•CODSt 

The tensor A,a.! defined by Eq. (1.5)2 is the elasticity tensor depending on x'.a. and X". 
For a hyperelastic material the Piola-K.irchhoff stress tensor is expressed by [5] 

(1.6) T,a. = ·!I~ {a(xA,p, xtJ}}, 
vX,a. 

where a= a(x'.a., r) is the strain energy function. Hence, for the hyperelastic materials 
the elasticity tensor A1«,l fulfills the following symmetry condition: 
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REPLicnON AND REFRACflON OP AN ACCELERATION WAVE 375 

Consider a propagating discontinuity surface (wave) in. the natural configuration 
aR [6] 
(1.7) !P(P)-t = 0, 

with a speed of propagation 

(1.8) 

The vector 

(1.9) Sa. = 'P.a., 

is called the slowness vector of the wave (1.7). The direction of propagation (the unit 
normal vector) of Eq. (1.7) is expressed as follows: 

(1.10) Nrx = USrx, 

where U is given by Eq. (1.8fand Srx is defined by the relation (1.9). Note, that the length 
of the slowness vector Srx equals 1 f U, i.e. the reciprocal value of the speed of propagation. 

We assume that the function (1.1) itself and its first derivatives with respect to r 
and t are continuous across Eq. (1. 7); then the jumps of the second derivatives of the 
function (1.1) with respect to r and t may be written as [6, 2] 

[x'.rxtJ] = sD1NrxNp, 

(1.11) [x1,rxt] = [xi,trx] = -sUDiNp, 

[x1 
] = sU2D1 

. tt ' 
where U and Nrx are given by Eqs. (1.8) and (1.10) respectively, the non-zero unit vector 
Di is called the amplitude of the jump and the scalar s denotes the intensity of the jump. 
Note that on 'l'(P)- t = 0 the jump in the acceleration differs H-orn zero; thus we call 
Eq. (1.7) an acceleration wave. 

From the above considerations ,it follows that r,a., A{',l and q1 defined by Eq. (l.S)3 
are continuous across Eq. (1. 7) as the functions of xi .rx. Hence, with the aid of Eqs. (1.3), 
(1.5) and (1.11)1• 2 the following relations 

(1.12) 

hold. 

(T1~,] = A,a./[.xt.,,] = -sUAt/UN,, 

[T1~a.] = A,a.,l[xk.a.p] = sA,a./ UNrt.N,, 

The balance of linear momentum holds in the whole region ahead and behind the 
acceleration wave; while on the acceleration wave it must be replaced by its jump. Assuming 
that the body force b1 is continuous across the acceleration wave, making use of Eqs. 
(1.11)3 and (1.12)2 , the jump of Eq. (1.2) on Eq. (1.7) may be written as [2] 

(1.13) (A,a.lNa;Np-f!R U2~'")U = 0. 
The relation (1.13) is the propagation condition of the acceleration wave in the natural 

configuration £JR. In accordance with the Fresnel-Hadantard theorem [5], the amplitude 
D' of the acceleration wave propJigating in the direction Na. must be the eigenvector of 
the acoustical tensor 

Q," = A,a./Na.Np, 
and the speed of propagation . U of the acceleration wave must be such that f!R U2 is the 
corresponding eigenvalue of the acoustical tensor Q1". 
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The system of equations (1.13) has non-trivial solutions D~ (non-trivial acceleration 
waves exist) if and onJy if 

(1.14) det(A,a./Na.Np-eR U2 ~;k) = 0, 

what, with the aid of Eq. (1.10), may be written in two equivalent forms: 

H('l', a., Xa.) = det (A,a./'P, a. 'l', p- f!R ~u) = 0, 

H(Sa., xa.) = det(A,a.kPSa.Sp-f!R ~ik) = 0. 
(1.15) 

Equation (1.15)1 is identical with the characteristic condition of Eq. (1.4), and this proves 
that the acceleration waves are carried by the characteristic surfaces of Eq. (1.4), for 
this see [7] Chapter VI. This fact enables us to construct the acceleration waves with 
the aid of the hi-characteristic ray curves which will be introduced later on. Equation 
(1.15)1 is the counterpart of the Fresnel's differential equation (eiconal equation) occurring 
in geometrical optics [8]. 

In a space with the {Sa.} Cartesian system of coordinates, Eq. (1.15h defines the slow
ness (normal) surface- compare with [7], [9], [10] and [11]. If the Sa.'s are real, then 
Eq. (1.15)2 gives us the real surface of the sixth degree symmetrical with respect to the 
origin of the {Sa.} system of coordinates. If the acoustical tensor Q;k is positive-definite 
for every direction of propagation Na. (the S-E condition holds [5]), then, from Eq. ( 1.14) 
follows that three real speeds of propagation U are possible. This, with the aid of Eq. 
(1.10), leads to the conclusion that the slowness surface consists at the most of the three 
real sheets. Thus every straigh~ line drawn through the origin of the· {Sa.} system of co
ordinates cuts the slowness surface in six points symmetrical in pairs. 

By definition the slowness surface is the locus of the ends of the slowness vectors 
Sa. of all possible acceleration waves emanating from the point xa. at which the origin 
of the {Sa.} system of coordinates is located. . 

From the fact that slowness surface consists of three sheets and it is a sixth degree 
surface it follows that the inner sheet of Eq. (1.15h {having no points in common with 
the other sheets of Eq. (1.15)2 ) must be convex. Otherwise, there could exist a straight 
line intersecting the inner sheet of Eq. (1.15h in four or more points and the remaining 
sheets at least in four further points; what contra~icts the fact that Eq. (1.15)2 is of the 
sixth degree. 

In this paper we consider the case when the slowne.ss surface consists of three real 
and separate sheets, that is Eq. (1.4) is strictly hyperbolic- compare with [7], Chapter 
VI. With the aid of Eq. (1.10) this implies that for every direction of propagation three 
real and different speeds of propagation are possible. Then, by Eq. (1.13) a uniquely 
determined real orthogonal triad of amplitudes exists. 

Hence the condition of strict hyperbolicity implies the condition of strong ellipticity 
(the S-E condition [5]), but the opposite implication does not hold. With the aid of the 
slowness surface we may define ray curves in the following way [7, 8]: 

(1.16) 

dr a 
dx = oStt. {H(Siu r)}, 

d:: = - . 0~ {H(S(u X")}, 
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where H(Sa., X:.)= 0 is given by Eq. (1.15)2 and " denotes a parameter along the ray 
curve. From Eq. (1.16)1 it follows that the tangent vector to the ray curve is parallel to 
the suitable normal vector to the slowness surface - see Fig. 1 . 

. lJH/Mot 

FIG. 1. 

The right hand side of Eq. (1.16)1 may be written as [12] page 597 

a { } aH,"(Sa.,P) { H ( )} (1.17) as H(Sa., P) = as cof ik S<.u Xa. , 
a. a. 

where 

(1.18) Htk(Sa., P) = A,a.lSa.Sp-(!R ~i"' 

and cofHuiSa., P) denotes the cofactor of H1t(Sa., r) satisfying the following rela
tion: 

(1.19) 

where H = 0 denotes the slowness surface (the arguments S~ and X: of Hrk and H for 
simplicity are omitted). With. the aid of Eqs. (1.10) and (1.18), Eq. (1.13) takes the form 

(1.20) HikD" = 0. 

Comparing Eq. (1.19) with Eq. (1.20) we conclude that 

(1.21) cofH1" oc D1D", 

where oc denotes proportionality. Making use of Eq. (1.18) we obtain 

an," -2Aa.fls 
asa. - '" '{1· 

This with the aid of the relation (1.21) allows us to write Eq. (1.17) in the following way: 

(1.22) a~a. {H(Sa., P)} = mA,a./D1Ii'Sp, 

where m is a constant. 
In the case when the acceleration wave propagat~s into the region where x',, = 0 and 

T,a. = 0, it is possible to show that the material energy flux-:density vector pa. may be 
written as [4] 

(1.23) pot= -[T,a.,,] [x',,]. 
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Using Eqs. {l.llh and (1.12)1 this becomes 

(1.24) pa. = (sU2 ) 2 A,a./ /YJ)iSfJ. 

Comparing Eq. (1.24) with Eq. (1.16)1 and making use of Eq. (1.22), we conclude that the 
material energy flux-density vector is the tangent vector to the ray curve. This proves that 
the mechanical energy carried by the acceleration wave propagates along the ray curve. 

2. Reftected and refracted acCeleration waves 

In the following section we consider propagation of the acceleration waves in bounded 
nonlinear elastic media. 

Let two nonlinear elastic bodies diffe.ring in elastic properties and having different 
mass densities be given: 

(2.1) 

I 11 
A{'/ =I= A/'/, 

I n 
eR #= f!R, 

where A,U.l(J,a.l:f1) denotes the elasticity tensor for the first (second) medium and eR (eR) 
is the mass density of the first (second) medium in its natural configuration. These two 
bodies are assumed to be rigidly ~upled at the interface. The surface of the interface 
may be written in the parametric form 

(2.2) r = B"(E, 'fJ), ex= 1, 2, 3, 

where E and 'fJ are surface parameters. The unit normal vector to .the interface (2.2) is denoted • 
by Ma., thus the following relations 

(2.3) 
Ma.Mtll = 1, 

hold. 
We assume that at each point (E, 'f)) of the interface (2.2) the unit normal vector M(ll 

is uniquely determined and it is directed from the first into the second medium. 
Let the acceleration wave 

~ 
(2.4) P(XU)-t = 0, J fixed, 

be given propagating in the first medium. The acceleration wave (2.4) is called the in- · 
cident acceleration wave on the interface (2.2) when it intersects that interface for some 

time t. We assume that the slowness vector ~(1. and the intensity ~ of Eq. (2.4) at some 
point (E, 'TJ) on the interlace (2.2) are known. Then, by Eqs. (1.8), (1.10) and (1.13) we 

~ ~ . ~ 
know the speed of propagation U, the propagation direction N(ll and the amplitude D' of 
Eq. (2.4). 

As Eq. (2.4) is the incident wave for some time t, we have [8] 

(2.5) 
~ 

tP(E, 'TJ) = P{Ir(E, fJ)}, J fixed. 
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The incident acceleration wave gives rise to a reflected acceleration wave 
11 

'tJI(P)-t = 0, at fixedt 

propagating back into the first medium, while in the second medium Eq. (2.4) gives rise 
to a refracted (transmitted) acceleration wave 

r 
P(r)-t = 0, 9"' fixed. 

The reflected (2.6)1 (refracted (2.6)2) acceleration wave at a point (E, '1/) on the interface 
(2.2) must have the same value as the incident acceleration wave (2.4). Thus our aim is 
to find the reflected (refracted) acceleration wave which, on the interface (2.2}, satisfies 
the following condition: 

9l 

P{lrx(E, '1])} = c]J(E, '1]), , (2.7) 
'tJf {ax(E, 'YJ)} = c]J(E, '1/), ~, 9"' fixed, 

where (IJ(E, '1]) is defined by EQ: . (2.5). Note that the equation 

c]J(E, '1/)-t = o, 
in the (E, '1/) Cartesian systems of coordinates represents the curve along which Eqs. (2.4) 

? 81 
and (2.6)1 , 2 meet on the interface (2.2), see Fig. 2. We assume that the functions P, P 

The second maTelial 

The first material 

FIG. 2. 

r 
and 1Jf have continuous derivatives up to and on the interface (2.2). By Eqs. (2.5) and 
(2. 7) at any point (E, '1/) on the interface (2.2} the following relations 

? 11 r 
tP.l = P.«U:f = P.«U:e = P.a.U:e, 

~ 11t r (2.8) 
tP,, = 1Jf.«U:, = 1lf,a.S:, = P,a.U:,, ,/, 91, g- fixed, 
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~ 111 r 
hold, where 'P, ex, 'P, ex and 'P, ex are the derivatives on one side of the interface (2.2). Re-
membering that Sex = 'P,a., where Sex is the slowness vector, Eq. (2.8) yields 

Sl ~ 
(Sa.-Sa.)U:E = 0, 

(2.9) Sl ~ 

(Sa.-Sa.)IJ':, = 0, J, fJt, 9" fixed, 
and 

r ~ 
(Sa.-SJS:E = 6, 

(2.10) r ~ 
(Sa.-Sa.)S:, = 0, J, fJt, f/ fixed, 

~ 111 r 
where Sex, Sa. and Sex are the slowness vectors of the incident, reflected and refracted ac-

111 ~ 

celeration waves. Form Eqs. ~2.9) and (2.3) it follows that Sex- Sa. is parallel to M a. at 
r ~ 

a common point (~, rJ) on the interface (2.2). Equations (~.10) and (2.3) tell us that Sex- Sa. 
is parallel to Ma. at a common point (~, rJ) on the interface (2.2). This allows us to write 
the following relations: 

Sl ~ 91 

Sa.= Sa.+J..Ma., 
(2.11) r ~ r 

Sa. = Sa.+ J..Ma., J, fJt, f/ fixed, 
111 r 

where J.. and J.. are real fixed constants. Employing the absolute notation it follows, from 
Eq. (2.11), 

~ Ill 
SxM = SxM, 

(2.12) ~ r 
S xM = S xM, J, rJt, f/ fixed, 

where x denotes the vector product. The relations (2.12) express the first law of reflection 
and refraction of the acceleration wave: 

~ . 
The slowness vector Sa. of the incident acceleration wave, the slowness vector Sex of 

r 
the reflected acceleration wave, the slowness vector Sex of the refracted acceleration wave 
and the unit normal vector M ex to the interface are eo-planar. This common plane determined 

~ 
by Sex and Mcx is called the plane of incidence- [8, 11]. 

Taking into account the fact tbat the length of the slowness vector is equal to the 
reciprocal value of the speed of propagation, then, if we make use of Eq. (2.3)1 and the 
definition of the vector product, Eqs. (2.12) yield 

(2.13) 

~ 111 r 

~ u 
111 
u 

r 
u 

--~ = ----ut = ----r ' 
sin8 sin8 sin8 

J' fJt' 9" fixed' 

where U, U and U are the speeds of propagation of the incident, reflected and refracted 
~ 111 r 

acceleration waves. The angles 8, 8 and 8 measured from M a. are the angles of incidence, 
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FIG. 3. 

reflection and refraction, for this see Fig. 3. The relation (2.13) expresses the second law 
of reflection and refraction of the acceleration wave: 

The speeds of propagation of the incident, reflected and refracted acceleration waves 
are proportional to the sines of the angles of incidence, reflection and refraction. 

The relations (2.12) and (2.13) are the counterparts of the well-known Snell's law of 
reflection and refraction [8, 1 t]. 

The normal vector to the plane of incidence may be defined as (see Eq. (2.12)) 

(2.14) I= S xM, J fixed, 

hence the equation of the plane of incidence is 

(2.15) /«X~ = 0, 

where /« is defined by Eq. (2.14). We define the following vector 

(2.16) K =I xM, 

where I is given by Eq. (2.14). Using Eq. (2.14) and the definition of the vector triple 
product, Eq. (2.16) yields 

~ ~ 
(2.17) K = S- (M· S)M, J fixed, 

where a dot denotes the scalar product. Making use of Eq. (2.12) we conclude that K 
may be expressed in the following way as well: 

fit fit 5" .r 
(2.18) K = S-(M· S)M = S-(M· S)M. 

From Eq. (2.16) it follows that K lies on the plane of incidence (2.15) and it is perpendicular 
to M, see Fig. 3. Making use of Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) it is easy to show 

~ fit 5" 

(2.19) IKI = sinO = sinO = sinO 
~ !11 r ' u u u 

6 Arch. Mecb. Stos. nr 3(79 
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where IKI is the length of K. The relations (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) express the fact that the 
incident, reflected and refraeted acceleration waves at any point (~, 'YJ) on the interface 
(2.2) have their vector K vectorially equal. 

ut $" 

Now we proceed to the computation Scz(SIX) explicitly and we determine the other 
parameters of the reflected (refracted) acceleration waves. From Eqs. (2.11) it follows 

ut $" 

that. the ends of SIX and SIX must lie on a straight line parallel to MIX 

(2.20) SIX = Ka.+ ).MIX, 

where Ka. is defined by Eq. (2.17) and ). is parameter along the line. 
On the other hand we know that the slowness surface is the locus of the ends of the 

ut r 
slowness vectors. Thus the end ofSIX and Scz must lie on the line (2.20) and on one of three 

r 91 
sheets of the slowness surface. In order to find the slowness vectors SIX and Sa. satisfying 
Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) we proceed as follows: 

(i). We take the equations of the slowness surfaCes. for the first and the second medium 
at a point (~, 'YJ) on the interface (2.2) 

I I I I I I 

H{Scz, Ir(~~ f})} = det(AiiX,lSczSp-(!R~it) = 0, 
(2.21) 11 11 11 u u 11 

H{Scz,Ir(~,'YJ)} = det(A;IX,lSIXS11-eR~j") = o, 
I 11 1 )I 

where Atl(Ai1Xl) deootes the elasticity tensor of the first (second) medium, f!R\f!R) is the 
"I 11 

mass density in the natural configuration of the first (second) medium and SIX(Scz) is the 
slowness vector of any acceleration wave proceeding from a point (~, 'YJ) on the interface 
(2.2) into the first (second) medium. 

(ii). We construct the curves of intersection of the slowness surfaces (2.21) by the 
plane of incidence (2.15). 

91 
(iii). The points of intersection of these curves with the line (2.20) are the ends of Sa. 

r ut 
and SIX. On Fig. 4 the above construction is shown for SIX only and the plane of the picture 
is the plane of incidence. 

FIG. 4. 
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SI r 
To compute Sr~ and Srz analytically, we substitute Eq. (2.20) into Eq. (2.21) 

I 
H{Krz+ ).Mrz, Jr(E, TJ)} = 0, 

(2.22) n 
H{~+ ).Mr~, Jr(E, TJ)} = 0, 

where Kr~ and M« are known and ). is to be determined. The slowness surfaces (2.21) are 
I 11 

of the sixth degree in S(J and Srz respectively, hence Eqs. (2.22) are of the sixth degree 
in A.. 

Consider the case when six roots ). of Eqs. (2.22) are real and . distinct, what implies 
that the line (2.20) intersects all three sheets of each of the slowness surfaces (2.21). Intro
ducing into Eq. (2.20) the A.'s computed from Eq. (2.22), we obtain the slowness vectors 
SI r 
Srz and S(J. But not all of them are the slowness vectors of the reflected (refracted) accelera~ 
tion waves. 

We remember that the materialenergy flux-density vector is parallel to the normal vec
tor fo the slowness surface (see Sect. 1). On the basis of this fact we formulate the selection 

SI $" 

rule for the slowness vector S(J(S(J) corresponding to the reflected (refracted) acceleration 
waves: 

SI r 
Only these S(J(Srz) ~e the slowness vectors of the reflected (refracted) acceleration 

waves for which the corresponding material energy flux-density vector points inside the 
first (second) medium. 

Thus these points of intersection of the line (2.20) with the surface (2.21)1 ( (2.21)2) 

!lt r 
are the ends of the slowness vectors Sr~(S(J) of the reflected (refracted) acceleration waves 
in which the normal vector to the surface (2.21)1 ((2.21)2 ) points inside the first (second) 
medium. 

In any compressible nonlinear elastic material at least three acceleration waves are 
possible. Thus, taking into account the above selection rule we conclude that in the case 
when· Eqs. (2.22) have six different and real roots three reflected 

!lt $" 

'P(P)-,-t = 0, 9t = 1,2, 3 (refracted 'P(r')-t = 0, !I= 1, 2, 3) 

acceleration waves are possible. 
!lt $" 

The slowness vectors SiS(I) give us, with the aid of Eqs. (1.8) and (1.10), the speeds 
!lt r SI r 

of propagation U(U) and the directions of propagation NiNr~) of the reflected (refracted) 
acceleration waves. Then the second law of reflection and refraction expressed by Eq. 

SI r 
(2.13) yields the angles of reflection () and refraction 0. Finally, from Eq. ( 1.13) the ampli

!lt r 
tudes D'(Di) of the reflected (refracted) acceleration waves may be determined. 

The compatibility condition and the sum of the material energy flux-density vectors at 

6* 
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a point (~, tJ) on the interface (2.2) in which the incident, reflected and refracted 
acceleration waves meet each other may· be written in the following .way: 

[ x1
,,]-' +[x1,,,]~ +[ x1

,,]-'" = 0, 
(2.23) " 9l ,. 

prx._p':t._prx. = 0, .f fixed, ut, ff' = 1, 2, 3, 

where [ · ]"', [ · ]91 and [ · ]r denote the jump across the incident, reflected and refracted 
" 9t ,. 

acceleration waves, while prx., prx. and p« are material energy flux-density vectors. With 
the aid of Eqs. (1.11)3 and (1.24), Eq. (2.23) takes the form 

""" 9191~ ,.,.,. 
sU2D1+s U2U+s U2D1 = 0, 

(2.24) I .J.f .f.f.f !11~ f/1111 9l rr 11 rrr 
A1«,l {ts U2) 2D1USp-(s U2) 2D1USp}-(s U2) 2A1«,lD'USp = 0, 

ef fixed, ut, ~ = 1 , 2, 3. 

These relations represent the system of six equations from which six intensities : and i, 
ut, 9" = 1 , 2, 3 of the reflected (refracted) acceleration waves may be computed. In this 
way all the parameters of the reflected (refracted) acceleration waves are determined. 

In the case when we consider only reflection of the· acceleration wave, the relation 

(2.24)1 is sufficient for the unique determination of the intensities :, ut = 1, 2, 3. This 
!11 

is possible provided that the amplitudes D1 are linearly independent [13]. 
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